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Tempo
“With Tempo the use of Led lights has allowed us to pare down the forms,  

to be less invasive within contemporary spaces” Lievore Altherr



Designed by Lievore Altherr

The Lievore Altherr team of designers 
rediscover lighting’s collective memory 
with the Tempo collection making it 
contemporary while maintaining its 
essence with each design. The collection 
of three architectural profile shades evokes 
different lighting ambiences. At the same 
time it offers a contemporary vision with 
new uses and contributions.

Tempo

TIMELESS AND 
CONTEMPORARY



The craftsmanship of hand blown 
glass brings fresh subtle nuances to 
a collection that through its forms 
evokes a delicate expression. The 
classic bistrot globe has evolved 
with an oval organic shape with 
an gradated lighting that crosses 
the spectrum from transparency to 
translucence. The opaline diamond 
shade illuminates with a diffused light 
of superior quality. The model with the 
reflector plate converts the bulb into 
a small brilliant bubble that radiates 
light.



Family Tempo Designer Lievore Altherr
Materials Angular or oval opal diffuser, standard glass 
diffuser
Light source LED
Finishes Graphite, matt gold, matt green and matt cream

Press enquiries 
For press enquiries, please contact:
Smart Deco: vibia@smartdeco.es

About Vibia
Founded in 1987, VIBIA is a design-oriented lighting 
manufacturer based in Barcelona. The company operates 
in more than 80 countries around the world, including a 
subsidiary in the United States. VIBIA’s mission is to provide 
the right solution, with a unique range of products that 
inspires the creative abilities of architects, interior and lighting 
design professionals.
vibia.com

The support brackets come in different 
finishes and colour choices of a 
diverse character. The black version 
graphically highlights the support, the 
white its absence and integration with 
its background. The terracotta colour 
alludes to the universal material, clay, 
and the green the blossoming of nature. 
The glass shades are made in two sizes, 
the smaller version captures the attention 
thanks to its intimate and unusual size. 
With this collection Lievore Altherr commits 
to a tradition that is evolving, one that 
incorporates the latest Led technology and 
that is fully compatible with contemporary 
interior spaces.


